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Among 23 cytochrome P450s, CYP125A4 was proposed as a putative monooxygenase based on the high level
of amino acid sequence homology (54% identity and 75% similarity) with the well characterized C27-steroid
Mycobacterium tuberculosis CYP125A1. Utilizing MTBCYP125A1 as a template, homology modeling of
SPCYP125A4 was conducted by Accelrys Discovery Studio 3.1 software. The modeled SPCYP125A4
structure with lowest energy value was subsequently assessed for its stereochemical quality and side-chain
environment. The final model was generated by showing its active site through the molecular dynamics. The
docking of steroids showed broad specificity of SPCYP125A4 with different orientation of ligand within active
site facing the heme. One poses of C27-steroid with C26 facing the heme with distance of 3.734 Å from the Fe
were predominant.
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Introduction
Cytochrome P450s (CYPs) are a wide range of hemecontaining monooxygenases which involve in phase I metabolism. They comprise a superfamily of enzymes that have
mainly essential roles in hydroxylation of a variety of hydrophobic compounds which drives considerable interest for
their use as biocatalysts.1,2 Although the detail biological
functions of these monooxygenases are still unknown, some
of them have been proposed to be involved in steroid catabolism. For example, the CYP125 gene of non-pathogenic
soil bacterium, Rhodococcus jostii RHA1 was previously
found to be a C26-monooxygenase for the steroid side
chain degradation.3 In addition, mycobacterial CYP125A1
(Rv3545c) gene of Mycobacterium tuberculosis (MTB) was
revealed to encode part of the C26-hydroxylation in C27steroids.4
Streptomyces peucetius (SP) ATCC27952 is a well known
strain to produce doxorubicin.5 It contains 23 CYPs, however, the functions of those CYPs have not been elucidated
yet except DoxA. To get an insight of biological function
and potential substrate of SPCYP125A4, we conducted
homology modeling using Discovery Studio. Structurally
known MTBCYP125A1 was used as a template which exhibits high level of sequence homology with SPCYP125A4.
The modeled structure of SPCYP125A4 shows good geometrical statistics. Subsequent docking studies of potential
ligand, C27-steroid, on the modeled SPCYP125A4 structure
suggested this enzyme is putative steroid hydroxylase.
Materials and Methods
Construction of Homology Model. Homology modeling

was used to build the model for SPCYP125A4. The protein
is 413 amino acids long and the GenBank accession number
is CAE53717. The Discovery Studio v 3.1 (2011) (DS 3.1)
was used for homology model construction (Accelrys, San
Diego, USA).6 Sequence analysis identified homologs for
SPCYP125A4 protein sequences by searching either the
NCBI (The National Center for Biotechnology Information)
website or PSI-BLAST (comparison matrix, BLOSUM 62;
E-threshold, 10) using The ExPASy (2010) server.7 Protein
data bank (PDB) identifications of the templates are the
2XC3, 2XKR and 2WM4 which are crystal structures of
CYP125A1, CYP142 and CYP124 respectively.8-10 Those
templates were aligned with the target and examined for
conserved sequences. The aligned sequences were taken for
the model construction and built using “build homology
model” within DS. The protein model was generated by
MODELER, which was originally developed by Sali.11 The
coordinates of heme were obtained from 2WM4 and positioned in the template. The modeled structure was refined by
energy minimization for molecular docking. The model was
refined by CHARMm in DS 3.1,12 which provides powerful
mechanics and dynamics protocols for studying the energetics and motion of molecules, from small ligands to multicomponent physiological complexes. Accelrys CHARMm
forcefield was used throughout the simulation. The refined
model was validated with ProSa2003 z-score and PROCHECK
Ramachandran plot.13,14
Protein-ligand Interaction Study. The DS package was
used to dock C27-steroid in the refined model. The ligand
molecule was built using ChemWindow 6.0 and optimized
using “Prepare Ligand” in DS for docking. The optimized
ligand molecule was docked into the refined protein model
using “LigandFit” in the DS.15 The LigandFit/LigandScore
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is an automated tool for protein-small molecule docking/
scoring that can define binding site (ligand-based or cavity
based), generate ligand conformations (Montecarlo trails),
dock each confirmation (align shapes of ligand to binding
site; with grid based energy function), save the top docked
structures (diverse poses) and apply scoring function to each
docked structure for the best binding mode (binding affinity
prediction). The binding site for this molecule was selected
based on the ligand-binding pocket of the templates. To
examine detail protein-ligand interactions, 50 poses of the
ligand were generated and scored using DS scoring function
that include Ligscore 1, Ligscore 2, PLP1 (Piecewise Linear
Potential), PLP2, Jain and PMF (Potential of Mean Force).

SPCYP125A4 model construction based on these alignments will be reliable.
Homology SPCYP125A4 Model and Structural Features. Comparative homology modeling methods use 2XC3,
a structural template that has the highest sequence homology
with the target protein. SPCYP125A4 sequence and prealigned templates obtained by Align 2D was carefully evaluated and found the conserved residues matched fairly well.
The conserved residues are shown in dark blue in Figure 1
with 16% identity and 37.2% similarity. The 3D model of
SPCYP125A4 was generated with MODELER module in
DS 3.1 (Fig. 2). Previous studies have shown that the active

Results and Discussion
Sequence Analysis of SPCYP125A4. The sequence conservation and the signature motifs of SPCYP125A4 were
examined using multiple sequence alignment with templates.
The sequence identity between the target and the template
structures 2XC3, 2XKR and 2WM4 were 54%, 33% and
44%, respectively (Table 1), and were reasonable for model
building. As stated by Lewis several signature motifs were
conserved in SPCYP125A4.16 The structural motifs of
SPCYP125A4 are as follows (from the N-terminal region of
the protein): Pentapeptide in I-helix (Axxxxx), heptapeptide
in the K-helix (AxxExxR) and L-helix (xxLAVxExxxxxxx)
and the signature motif GxGxHxCxG which is the characteristic motif for the CYP superfamily including a conserved cysteine residue that binds to the Fe of the heme
(Fig. 1). The conservation of this sequence indicates that the

Figure 2. Modeled 3D structure of the SPCYP125A4. α-helix, in
red; β-sheets, in blue; loops, in green and grey; heme and
porphyrin ring, in grey color. Conserved and important structures
are labeled.

Table 1. CYP sequence identified by PSI-BLAST using SPCYP125A4 as the query sequence
Protein

Organism

Enzyme function

PDB ID

Sequence identity (%)

E-value

CYP125A1
CYP142

Mycobacterium tuberculosis
Mycobacterium tuberculosis

2XC3
2XKR

54%
33%

4e-158
4e-57

CYP124

Mycobacterium tuberculosis

oxidoreductase
A novel cholesterol oxidase
A methyl -branched lipid
(omega)-hydroxylase

2WM4

44%

5e-97

Figure 1. Multiple sequence alignment. The target protein, SPCYP125A4; template protein, 2XC3, 2XKR and 2WM4. Deep green color
shows conserved residue in all four sequences and helixes are shown in red boxes. 2XC3, Mycobacterium tuberculosis CYP125A1; 2XKR,
Mycobacterium tuberculosis CYP142; 2WM4, Mycobacterium tuberculosis CYP124.
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site region of CYPs is conserved across the entire family; the
middle section of the I-Helix is also well conserved despite
of low overall sequence homology.17 However, although
similarities do exist across the family, there are flexible
regions in each CYP that have significantly different amino
acid composition such as B’-helix and F-G loop regions. The
resultant alignment was subsequently checked to ensure that
highly conserved and functionally important residues in
CYP superfamily were correctly aligned with each other
including 1) two absolutely conserved residues ExxR in
the K-helix (E293, R296 in SPCYP125A4); 2) The consensus sequence A(G/A)xET in the middle of the I-helix
(AGxET in SPCYP125A4) and 3) The consensus sequence
F(G/S)xGx(H/R)xCxGxx(I/L/F)A (FGxGxHxCxGxxLA in
SPCYP125A4) containing Cys (C364 in SPCYP125A4)
responsible for heme binding (Figs. 1 and 2).
The superimposition of SPCYP125A4 model over its
highest homologue MTBCYP125A1 (2XC3, Chain A) resulted in backbone RMSD for the model and the template
crystal structure to be 1.341 Å (Fig. 3(a)). The model was
validated using the ProSa 2003 z-score. The required
negative scores for all the residues were obtained and further
confirmed that the model was reliable (Fig. 3(b)). The
Ramachandran plot ϕ/ψ distribution of backbone conformation angles for each residue of the refined structure
revealed that 96.3% were in favored region, 3.4% of amino
acids were in allowed region and 0.2% were in outlier region
(Fig. 3(c)). The ProSa2003 results, superimposition and
Ramachandran Plot reveal that the optimized model is
satisfactory and is thus considered reliable for the rest of the
study.
Docking of Ligand. The modeled 3D structure of
SPCYP125A4 showed large pocket just above the heme
molecule that is believed to potentially accommodate C27steroid. Actually, we tested C27-steroid, cholesterol, betasitosterol and ergosterol as docking substrate with the
constructed SPCYP125A4 model, finally found that they
were not located right position except C27-steroid (−45.77876
kcal/mol) and cholesterol (−61.14623 kcal/mol). The ligand
was docked into the active site using Ligand fit and residues
in active site were identified. Residues whose side-chain
faces the substrate-binding pocket are Val80, Phe83 (SRS-1
in B-C loop), Gln91, Val94, Gln95 (C-Helix), Ile251, Leu252,
Val255, Ala256, Thr260 (I-Helix), Val301, Phe304 (SRS-5),
Trp401 (SRS-6). Notably, almost all the residues predicted
to be involved in C27-steroid binding are located in the
substrate recognition site (SRSs).18 Out of 50 poses that
were generated most suitable docking models for C27steroid with high score from consensus scoring function was
finally selected with comparing cholesterol results (Table 2).

Figure 3. (a) Superimposition of SPCYP125A4 model (yellow)
over CYP 125A1 (2XC3) (red). (b) Comparison of the evaluation
of the modeled SPCYP125A4 structure with highest homology
MTBCYP125A1 using ProSa2003. (c) Ramachandran plot of
modeled structure of SPCYP125A4.

Table 2. Detail protein-ligand binding interactions
Ligscore1 Ligscore2 PLP1
C27-steroid
Cholesterol

1.63
2.15

4.63
5.48

73.29
68.23

PLP2

Jain

PMF

71.8
65.09

4.08 123.6
3.51 143.72
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Since the hydroxylation site for the C27-steroid is known the
distance between the heme and hydroxylation site of C27steroid was also considered while selecting the lowest energy
conformation with a high consensus score. One poses of
C27-steroid with allylic C26 facing the heme with distance
of 3.734 Å from the Fe were predominant (Fig. 4(a)). Thus,
in order to study their binding model and residues between
SPCYP125A4 and MTBCYP125A1, all residues located
within 3.5 Å in two protein models were compared. And
finally we found that they are surrounded by heilxs, which
are composed of very similar residues (Fig. 4(b) and (c)).
Conclusions
In this study, comparative homology model of SPCYP125A4
has been built, refined and validated using newly identified
crystal structure of MTBCYP125A1 (2XC3) as a template
which shows highest overall sequence homology. By using
structural and sequential analysis, we confirmed that the
homology modeled 3D structure of SPCYP125A4 was
reasonable. In particular, active sites containing K-helix, Ihelix and heme-binding region of the modeled structure
were identical with the template. In addition, docking of
C27-steroid on the homology modeled 3D structure of
SPCYP125A4 revealed that all the residues involving in
binding of C27-steroid are located in the SRSs. Finally, one
selected pose with lowest internal binding energy among the
suitable 50 docking models showed allylic C26 faces toward
to the heme. Docking score and their interactions with
important amino acids of SPCYP125A4 binding site have
also been considered in the investigation. These results can
be effectively used in other available CYPs to find out their
function as a C26 monooxygenase.
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Figure 4. Molecular docking results. (a) Allylic C26 of substrate
ligand facing the heme within active site residue. C27-steroid
substrate (yellow). (b) Binding model and residues in SPCYP125A4
protein structure. (c) Binding model and residues in MTBCYP125A1
protein structure.
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